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By Lauren Willig

Allison & Busby. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW,
The Masque of the Black Tulip, Lauren Willig, 'But if modern
manhood had let me down, at least the past boasted brighter
specimens. To wit, the Scarlet Pimpernel, the Purple Gentian and
the Pink Carnation, that dashing trio of spies who kept Napoleon
in a froth of rage and the feminine population of England in
another sort of froth entirely'. Modern-day student Eloise Kelly
has achieved a great academic coup by unmasking the elusive
spy, the Pink Carnation, who saved England from Napoleon. But
now she has a million questions about the Carnation's deadly
nemesis, the Black Tulip. And she's pretty sure that handsome
Colin Selwick has the answers somewhere in his family's
archives. While searching through Lady Henrietta's old letters
from 1803, Eloise stumbles across something more exciting than
she ever imagined: Henrietta and her old friend Miles Dorrington
were on the trail of the Black Tulip and had every intention of
stopping him in his endeavour to kill the Pink Carnation. But
what they didn't know was that while they were trying to find the
Tulip - and trying not to fall in love in the process - the...
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This book is definitely not straightforward to get started on studying but extremely exciting to read. It is really
simplistic but shocks in the 50 percent of the ebook. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Ally R eichel-- Ally R eichel

This publication is amazing. It is definitely basic but shocks in the fi y percent of your publication. You wont feel
monotony at anytime of your own time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you question me).
-- Pr of . K ir k Cr uicksha nk DDS-- Pr of . K ir k Cr uicksha nk DDS
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